
























      KELİME EŞ ANLAM ÇALIŞMASI-1 
 
1-Which of the following expressions mean “ prevalent ”? 

A- common  B- excessive  C- widespread  D- redundant 
 

2-Which of the following expressions mean “ ambiguous “? 
A- explicit  B- vague  C- apparent  D- implicit 

 
3-Which of the following expressions mean “ evident “ ? 

A- apparent  B- uncertain  C- obvious  D- arbitrary 
 
4-Which of the following expressions mean “ considerable “ ? 

A- substantial  B- remarkable  C- negligible  D- trivial 
 
5-Which of the following expressions mean “ crucial “ ? 

A- sceptical   B- vital  C- critical  D- significant 
 

6-Which of the following expressions mean  “ massive ” ? 
A- immense  B- unimportant  C- giant  D- gigantic 

                
7-Which of the following expressions mean “ soar “ ? 

A- decrease  B- rise  C- mount  D- diminish 
 
8- Which of the following expressions mean “ lead to “  ? 

A- give rise to  B- decline  C- trigger D- engender 
 
9-Which of the following expressions mean “ prevent “ ? 

A- induce  B- pose  C- hamper  D- inhibit 
 
10-Which of the following expressions mean “ tackle “ ? 

A- handle  B- obstruct  C- cause  D- cope with 
 
11-Which of the following expressions mean “ lessen “ ? 

A- soar  B- shrink  C- diminish D- reduce 
 
12-Which of the following expressions mean “ impede “ ? 

A- prevent  B- block  C- obstruct  D- lead to 
 

13-Which of the following expressions mean “ apparent “ ? 
A- negligible  B- uncertain C- evident  D- clear 



14-Which of the following expressions mean “ give rise to “ ? 
A- bring about  B- hamper  C- soar  D- induce 

 
15-Which of the following expressions mean “ remarkable “ ? 

A- accidental B- considerable C- prevalent  D- common 
 
16-Which of the following expressions mean “ cope with “ ? 

A- surrender  B- hamper  C- handle  D- deal with 
 
17-Which of the following expressions mean “ widespread “ ? 

A- prevalent  B- substantial  C- trivial  D- considerable 
 
18-Which of the following expressions mean “ obvious “ ? 

A- considerable B- substantial C- trivial  D- evident 
 
19-Which of the following expressions mean “ bring about “ ? 

A- give rise to  B- lead to  C- cause  D- engender 
 
20-Which of the following expressions mean “ implicit “ ? 

A- clear  B- vague  C- ambiguous  D- indefinite 
 
 
ÇEVİRİ ÇALIŞMASI 
 
1-The government has spent immense amount of money to renovate the city. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
2-China has taken substantial economic steps to become a super power. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
3-Contrary to widespread belief, black cats don’t bring bad luck. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
4-The allegations as to the Russia’s involvement in the USA’s elections remain 
uncertain. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
5-It is obvious that the economic crisis has resulted from some regional factors. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 



6-Rising unemployment and economic crisis have diminished the buying power 
of people. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
7-The number of people who suffer from obesity is increasing at an 
unprecedented rate. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
8-Fresh fruit and vegetable form an important part of healthy diet. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
9-The government is trying to cope with budget deficit and will take some 
measures against it. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
10-We should do our best prevent racial discrimination and inequality. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
11-A diet that is high in fat can lead to obesity. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

     


